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Act 1 Sets Props Costume Sound/Lights

PreShow/Opening

½ hour to TOS

Pittsburg,
Pennsylvania:1977

Gypsy Cab Station
- Paint peeling off
the walls

- floor covered w/
linoleum(worn out
thru several areas)

- Right wall is
made up of the
entrance down
right and a huge
picture window.

- Upstage Wall:
a sofa, with
several chairs of
various styles and
ages scattered
about to complete
the setting.

- Stage Left:
middle of wall sits
an old-fashioned
pot bellied stove
(dominates the
room)

^^ upstage to it is
a blackboard w/
written:“the rates
to different parts of
the city, and the
daily, marginally
illegal policy
numbers”

- Sign of “Becker’s
Rules”

Downstage:
Payphone

TBD

Scene 1
Meeting the Gang

Pg. 1 - 10

above always
present

A Checkerboard

Pad and pencil

Number slips

Money(dollar bills)
- Doub, Philmore

Cup of coffee

Notebook

In order of
appearance

Youngblood - newsie
cap, t-shirt and
jeans

Turnbo - collar
shirt and jeans hat
as well

Fielding - collar
(bit more messy
casual) w/ jeans

Doub - nicely
dressed w/ a jacket
maybe a cap as well

Shealy - normal
long sleeve w/jeans

Philmore - normal
long sleeve w/jean

Becker - oldest
with a more
“sophisticated
look” // collar
and sweater

Light come up at
beginning of
scene

Payphone rings -
(8 times)

Lights go down
at end of scene
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Act 1 Sets Props Costume Sound/Lights

Scene 2
All Up In My
Business

Pg. 10 - 17

(see above)

- desk

above always
present - Preshow

Playboy Magazine

Newspaper

Coffee from last
scene(on the stove)

30 cents - Turnbo’s
Pockets

Notebook -
Youngblood’s pocket

Inorder of
appearance

Turnbo(same idea)
Becker(same idea)
Youngblood(same
idea)

Rena - tucked in
top with flare
jeans and nice
jewelry(earrings
and necklace)

Doub(same idea)

Light come up at
beginning of
scene

Payphone rings
(6 times)

Lights go down
at end of scene

Scene 3
Becker!The Boys
are Fighting

Pg. 17 - 24

(see above) above always
present - Preshow

Notebook
(Youngblood’s
pocket)

Pistol (Turnbo’s)

Bottle of Alcohol

Money (Becker’s)

Inorder of
appearance

Turnbo(same idea)

Youngblood(same
idea)

Becker(same idea)

Fielding(same
idea)

Light come up at
beginning of
scene

Payphone rings
(3 times)

Lights go down
at end of scene

Scene 4
Nothing More
Than a Murderer

Pg. 24 - 29

(see above) (above always
present - Preshow)

Bottle of Alcohol

Same money from
last scene

Inorder of
appearance

Fielding(same
idea)
Becker(same idea)
Turnbo(same idea)

Booster - dressed
in his
prison-issued
suit, and wears a
white shirt
without a tie

Light come up at
beginning of
scene

Payphone rings
(1 time)

Lights go down
at end of scene
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